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Italian Leather Sofas Calia Maddalena 
 High qulity Italian Leather Furniture

  "The best furniture you've ever bought" 


  
  

  


Our company is proud to offer the finest leather sofas that have been handcrafted by the finest furniture makers in all of Italy.  These impeccable sofas are made with the best leather on the market and no cost has been spared and no detail overlooked.  These are robust and quality pieces that will tie any room together, no matter what your decorating preferences are.  Our specialties are modern sofa’s that come in U-shaped suites, sectionals or big corner pieces that can also include adjustable backs or chaise lounges for style and comfort.  We offer amazing sofa beds of every size that are convertible and can be pulled out and have storage containers built in.  If you want luxury with a traditional, classic feel then you will love our traditional sofas that come in all different sizes to accommodate your seating needs. If you want quality that will last a lifetime, then you want Calia Maddalena. 
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Italian leather furniture withstands the test of time.  It’s classy, functional and durable over other fabrics that rip and stain easily.  This hearty leather ages gracefully with time and becomes a family favorite place to sit.


We take our deliveries seriously and make sure that every order makes it to the front door of the customer safe, secure and on time.  We have taken care to pack each and every sofa in strong wooden boxes to protect the leather and make sure your order is safe during shipment and delivery.  We want every order to arrive in pristine shape.
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